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EL TIUGO, DISTRI<}T OF SAHm,tARIPA,

SONORA MEXICO.

This property is located in the Southeast part of the

Sahuaripa :ffiningDistrict, State of Sonora, Mexico, on the Micobn
River, a tributa.ry of the Mulatos River, which flows into the Yaqui,
and is some 110 miles West of !Unaca, the present terminus of the
"Chihuahua al Pacifico" Railroad, being much nearer to railroad con-
nections with that road than with the Sonora Railroad at Or~iz, the

nearest point West.

GEOLOGY.
The rocks of the district are porphyritic, covered in the

valley regions with basaltic flows forming terraces and mesas. The
range in which the mine is found is a steep ridge trending Easterly
and Westerly, composed of porphyritic diorite, cut by deep precipi-
taus canons, and traversed by dykes, one of which a highly siliceous
rock, forms the foot wall of the vein, being not much in evidence at
the Eastern or lower end, but assumes large proportions towards the
West, especially after taking the more Northerly trend a little be-
yond the West end of the claim. A Little more than half a mile

"NorthwesterlY from the mine a spring issues from the foot of the
mountain in a small basin at the head of a ravine,which latter doeS
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not penetrate the mountain. This spring comes out of a fissure in
the rock ana flows 6/10 of a cUbic foot per second or same 24 miners'
uinches, equal to 290,000 U. S. Gals. per day, and no doubt marks
water level in the mountain as it is about on a level with the ar-

roya at the East end of claim;
VEIN.

The vein has a strike more or less p~rallel with the axis
of the mountain, already stated to be Easterly and WesterlY, and
dips to the North, or in direction of mountain slope, at an angle of
71 degrees. The course is somewhat crooked as shown on accompanying
plan, but shows a well defined crevice for the most part, hav ing a
well defined foot Wall, but occasionally is a little indefinite as
regards the hanging wall into which it appears sometimes to merge.
There is not much evidence of selvage on the walls, except in a few
places, The gangue is composed of breccia fram the adjacent wall
rocks, with more or less ~lartz, the latter being present sometimes
as a well defined streak, and again acting together with iron also
present, as a cement, binding the fraements together.

Some 25 feet beyond shaft in tunnel "0", a fault is found
having a clean throw to the South of some 15 feet. Below this level
the faUlt has not been reached, but above in tunnel "A" it is not
clean cut, but appears to be a drag, breaking up the vein so that
no ore is apparent, and accounting for the lack of samples in a

length of 40 feet as shown on s~ction.

DEVELOP'.AID."T •

The mine is opened first by a shaft some 15 feet deep sunk
by the original locators, which shows both well defined foot and
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hanging wall, but the ore streak is narrow. From the bottom of this
shaft it is only 20 feet, or so down to tunnel "A", the portal of
which is 74' to the East. This tunnel is driven a total distance
of 96' allan the vein and m10ws an average width of vein of 2' 3".

At a point 40 feet from portal a winze 14 feet was sunk,

but was full of water and could not be examined. So.mpleswere taken
for 40 feet along this tunnel at 10 feet intervals, to point where
vein is brokem, and also one in breast Where are seems to be coming

in ar-atn , but is at present only a foot wide.
Tunnel "B" is 21' vertically below this and portal 27 to

the East. This is only 45' in length and acts as a housing for the
shaft, which is sunk from a point 39' from portal. Some high grade
are was found at entrance., but has been stolen by gambus fnos, the
g~ound being stoped to surface for some distance. One smaple was
taken in breast and included in averaging thickness of block between
tunnels "A" and "C". 'l'heshaft descends from this level a distance
of 54' on the slope (72 degrees) to tunnel "CItWhich is the most
considerable working on the vein on the property. The entrance to
this tunnel, which is 122' East from shaft, was d~iven in the hang-
ing ~ll to get away from a small ravine, and was continued for 48'
before cutting vein. From point where cut to shaft and point where
fault was found, the tunnel is driven on the vein. disclosing a crev-
ice averaging 3', some places showing considerable lead, and others
where the vein contains waste in shape of horses. From fault to
breast the vein 1s nearly 5' in width and shOWS strongly in breast.

The shaft from "B" to "0" has not stulls, and was inaccessible on
that account, but from "Clfto cormect Lon with "X· cut from upraise
four samples were taken as stulls allowed. About haIr way down this
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part of shaft the rich spot was found from which the big assays were
had. O'entioned in Brooks' report}. We found that ore thieves had
been in there and done considerable gouging on the rich streak which
at this point was some 4- wide, and thrown their debris down the
shaft blocking it up, except for a small hole left for air, which
with some diff1cu'ty it was possible to crawl through. It may be
siad here that this rich streak is not continuous, only opening to
measllreable dil'Jens10nsin a few places. From the bottom of shart
downwards the connection with X cut tunnel is somewhat devious, a
X cut connecting with a vertical upraise of 20', which connects with
an incline upraise of 50', which latter descends to a drift from
Main X cut tunnel.

From top of incline a short X cut was driven, cutting
vein which at that point is 5' 9- wide. The main X cut is driven a
distance of nearly 300', cutting vein where from 8' to 10' wide, but
containing a horse with ore streaks on each side. The s,mple tak-
en here was 'only across clear vein matter 2' 10- wide. In driving
this X cut a small veinlet was cut 6' North of vein proper, and
thinking it to be the main crevice, the men turned the drift West
which connects with incline, and from end of Which another X cut
22' in length is driven cuttinr;a clear vein 2' 7- in width.

Do~~ the slope towards arroya on course of vein two more
tunnels were driven, the upper one of which discloses nothing, and
the lower of considerable length is driven in wall, a X cut reveal-
ing le~ge after water was seen coming through a small crevice.
Where cut, however, the vein is said to be barren and no sample was
taken. There seems to be some dOUbt that this is the Santo JUno
vein, as it lies too far South of where the vein should be on its

,,------
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dip, but it may have taken a turn like that mentioned as at West end
of claim. and the vein matter 1s the same.

FACILITIES.
The mine is located in a well timbered country, making

both wood and mining timoors low in cost, there being excellent pine
available for the latter purpose, and an inexhaustible supply of
oak for fuel. An ar-r-oyaruns past the East end of claim in which
sufficient water runs to supply a 10 stamp mill, but not to furnish
power. The spring already mentioned does not have fall enou~h to
furnish over 10 horse power, at any reasonable mill site. but can
be and is used to irrigate land for a variety of crops.

The trails or roads to railroad are not of the best, but
have for a long time been used to pack in machinery and supplies to
camps /'lIangtho ronte. Thi'lrate per carga of 300# is at the present
time (the dr:' season) $10 to Trigo, Mexican. but after the rains
will probably not be m~e than $7.50. There has been some talk this
past winter about an electric road about to be built to Jesus Maria
by the English Company. who bOueht Watterson's property. This would
put Trigo within 60 miles of railroad facilities.

UND.

The ac'-eage in the Trigo Ranch is said to be 18.000 and is
well covered with timber and grass. and is crossed by several con-
siderable streams The character ~f the area is a stepped table
land farmed by basaltio flows. and cut by deep and r-ockydefiles or

canons. Considerable pine timber is found. especially on the range
forming the South boundary (which 1s also said to be the boundary of
the sate of Chihuahua) but not in sufficient quantity to be consiCl-
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ered a timber tract. Grass is 'lerypientifill this year, but last
rainy season was an exceptionally good one, and the grass probablY
above the average. The area is good for several thousand head of'
cattle.

REl<J:ARKS.

It will be rememtered that a dif1'ieulty arose last October
or Novemher with regard to the title to this mining property, a man
named Gonzales, discovering that the "Expediente" giving a descrip-
tion of the ground after survey made a radical mistake, showing the
bearings of the boundary lines of the ci.enouncementto be almost at
right ang.les to the directi on which they were supposed to have, and

on which it is claimed they were actually surveyed, the title issu-
ing accordingly. Gonzales immediately took ad'lantage of this and
made a new denouncement of 8 pertenencias covering the "round sup-
posed to have been secured in Santo Nino tit~e, and also 4 pertenen-
cias more towards the northwest beyond the bend. The extension of
the Santo Nino towards the West on Which titles issued to a man nam-
ed Campo and on which Thompson secnredan option last December for
six months, is described as an extension or annexas of the Santo
Nino vein, and consequently it is claimed commences at the end of the
latter claim as erroneously described, although the expediente in

this case Fives the proTer course, and the survey was cOITmenced from
a monument at ',;restend of Santo JUno as the latter was supposed to be
located.

A party named QuimbY found some very rich rock on what ap-
pears to be a stringer fran the Santo Nino 'leinat the bend to West
(although he claims it to be a separate vein) and on ground that is,
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according ta survey, patented to Campo. Although title to the Trigo
Ranch recognizes it to be in Sonora and the Santo Nino is denounced
in the same State, and the region generally known to be part of the
State of Sonora, Quimby denounced his ground 4 pertenencias in
Chihuahua, and the titles have already issued. This, of course,
clouds Campo's title, but it would seem clear that he would estab-
lish his rights and could hardl~ be expected to watch for a denounce-
ment of his claim in another state. His ground is of little value
on account of the bend in Santo Nino vein, which only crosses a cor-
ner of his claim. Brown has settled with Gonzales by paying him
:'l1200for his denouncement, but has still to oarry it through and
get new titles, and I could not find out Whilst on the ["round, or
since, that the surveyor had been on the ground yet.

A plan and seotions of the mine have been drawn and are
enclosed, which will be a help in getting an idea of the situation.

The blocks between ·C" and UA" tunnels, allowing 12 feet
to ton should contain 2812 tons, between "0" and bottom of shaft
3292 tons, and between bottom of shaft and cross-cut 1602 tons, or
7700 in all. No facilities were to be had on the ground for grind-
ing samples for concentration test, so same will be made by Sanford,

to whom samp.Le a were f orwar'ded,
The are should be mined and milled for under $5.00, llexi-

can, per ton, with transportation on concentrates not exceeding
$5.00 more per ton of crude are, taking Brooks' report of rate of
concentration as a basis. If the are should prove to have the val-
ues claimed, viz. $20.00 raId, it should leave a handsome profit,
or $15.00 gold per ton on busis of $20.00 average value, after work-
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ing, providing it should concentrate as well as claimed. Tests on a
large scale would be desirable in this respect.

Another-feature of this proposIt ron not to be overlooked.
and mlich is certain to develop into a resource of Greater or less
mac;nitude, is that of the the treatment of custom ores, of which a
considerable tonnage is produced in the district by the "Peon" class,
whose only means of extracting the va~les is by the slow laborious
methods of [Crinding by hand or in the "Arastra". All of these ores
will become tributary to the mill of this Company (which will be the
pioneer and only one in a wide range of territory round about.)
This ore may be treated at a highly profitable charge per ton, or
may be purchased outright at still greater profit.

(Signed) W.R. ASKEW.
II ~Cf/J~~

•

•



Averae€ of all samples taken
Avera~e of samples in Block,bet A.& C.Tunnels;
Average bet. Tunnel C. &: X cut to shaft,
Average bet. X cut to shaft and drift in hanging,

19.26
22.56
17.22
5.03

This last does not nean much, however, as none of
the work below where sample #30 was taken 1s on the vein ex-
cept the two X cuts at extremities of lower drift in hang-
ing wall.



Sampl&B No.1 to 7 il/.clusiveeach contributed :3 A. T. to
a sa~ple which was concentrated. The result showed a reduction of
21.86 to 1. The concentrate was then assayed am, showed values as
fo11oV'lS:
Gold, 31.20 ozs. Silver, 6.60 ozs. Zinc,5.87% Copper,2.9f tead,12.86%

SamplQ8 No.8 to 17 inc. were given s&ne treatment and
showed a reduction of 15. to 1. with results as follows:
Gold, 8.60 oz s, Silver,13.26 oz s, Zinc,3.80% Copper, 2.54% T.ead,2fJ.80%.

Samples 18 to 25 inc. same treatment, Reduc t ion, 19.3 to 1.
Gold,5.40 ozs. Silver,7.96 ozs. Zinc,2.07~,Copper,1.47~ tead,14.70%
Sa:nples, 26 to 29 inc. 6 A. T. from each used. Reduction, 12.16 to 1
Gold,2.60 ozs. Silver,8.52,zinc, .82%, Copper trace, Lead, 2.20%.

Samples Ilo , 30.and 31 we!"9 concentrated by using 6 A. T.
from each Reduction, 7.68 to 1-
001d,1.20 ozs.,Silver,15.40 ozs.,Zinc 3.87%, Copper, trace, lead 2.%

Sample no. 32 was concentrated from 18 A.T. at a reduction
of 9.54 to 1.
Gold, .48, Silver 3.02 ozs.,Zinc 16.79"Copper 1.76%,Load,3.707

All samples were ground as directed to a 40 mesh before
testin~ and all tailings re-panned. There seems to be more or less
magnetit~ which was difficult to save.

Have preserved pulps from all samples.
Very truly,

ALBERT B. SAlWORD.
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